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Abstract. Non-local means (NLM) algorithms are of importance in despeckling for syn-
thetic aperture radar (SAR) images. Pixel-relativity measurement based NLM algorithm
is a popular one, which uses eight directions in a search window, to search for homo-
geneous regions as a key step. Such approach may not guarantee to obtain homogenous
region accurately in patches with complicated textures and sharp borders, due to depend-
ing on the limited directions. In this paper, a novel NLM algorithm based on two ratio
distances is proposed, without need to obtain homogeneous regions, to reduce speckles
of patches. The first similarity measurement is based on ratio distance of two intensity
patches, with the minimized ratio distance value to demonstrate the maximum similar-
ity, utilizing intensity similarity that is more straight than that of existing pixel-relativity
based method, which is dependent on the probability density function of two patches in
local homogeneous region. Then such ratio distance is proved valid for SAR images. To
keep good precision of similarity at borders, second ratio distance with central pixel value
of patches is presented, followed with the space location distance to reduce the effect of
the farthest patches to current patch. Applying to SAR images, experimental results show
that the proposed NLM algorithm has better performance than some of existing despeck-
ling algorithms, especially in despeckling ability.
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1. Introduction. Due to the all-day, all-weather acquisition capability, synthetic aper-
ture radar (SAR) images offer more advantages over optical images [1]. However, the
main problem is the presence of speckle, which degrades the visual appearance and de-
tailed extraction of SAR images and poses strong hindrances to high-level tasks, such
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as classification, target detection and tracking. Therefore, despeckling [2] is a funda-
mental and crucial preprocessing step for SAR images processing. Classic techniques on
despeckling are deployed in the spatial domain and are obtained by making assumptions
on the statistical properties of reflectivity and speckle, such as Lee filter [3], Frost filter
[4], Kuan filter [5] and MAP filter [6]. Some other methods have also been proposed for
obtaining better speckle reduction such as partial differential equation method [7-9], sub-
space method [10], transform-based method [11], neural network method [12] and sparse
representation method [13].

In recent years, non-local means (NLM) [14] has attracted more interests in image
processing. By exploiting image self similarity, nonlocal filtering mimics a true statisti-
cal averaging of pixels, thus allowing strong speckle reduction and good preservation of
features. However, the first NLM filtering method proposed to handle additive noise is
not valid for speckle [15]. To SAR images de-speckling, SAR-BM3D [16] combines lo-
cal filtering and wavelet-domain shrinkage, in which a probabilistic similarity is utilized
for patch-matching. [17] uses Euclidean distance and coefficient variation to adjust the
decay parameters to complete despeckling. To reduce calculation burden, [18] exploits
activity level in each patch to drive search zone, and a probabilistic termination approach
and look-up table are utilized to speed up patch matching and processing expense. A
probabilistic non-local weight based despeckling algorithm uses guided filtering in the
Bayesian non-local framework [19], in which normalization coefficients are derived from
image statistics. PPB [20] uses maximum likelihood estimation to provide iteratively
refined despeckling.

The aim of this paper is to propose a novel NLM algorithm with two ratio distances,
inspired by [15], but without need to determine homogeneous region that has to be con-
ducted with a search window prior to despeckling in [15], because the homogeneity of
search window in [15] is a question merely with limited directions. This means that all
pixels in search window obtained from [15] could not always keep homogeneous due to
complicated textures and borders in SAR images. In this paper, a new ratio distance of
two pixels patches is proposed, which is used to measure the similarity of two patches
that have no restrictions on the homogeneity. To keep good precision of similarity at
borders, second similarity criterion with central pixel value is presented, followed with a
space location distance to reduce influence of the farthest patches on current one. The
proposed NLM algorithm can demonstrate better performance in SAR images, especially
in despeckling aspect, in contrast with some existing despeckling algorithms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an explanation of the
proposed algorithm in detail. Section 3 presents the experimental results and evaluates
the performance of the proposed algorithm in SAR images. Finally, we summarize this
paper in Section 4.

2. Description of the Proposed NLM Algorithm.

2.1. Two novel ratio distances. [15] utilizes a probability density function of ratio,
which has to obtain the homogeneous region in search window. While such a search win-
dow with eight directions cannot be guaranteed to be homogeneous due to the complexity
of texture and borders in SAR images. To solve this problem, we propose a ratio distance
DP to measure the similarity of two patches by pixel values and DP is defined as

DP =

∣∣∣∣max
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where Ni and Nj denote the numbers of two patches; YNi
and YNj

denote the pixel values
in patches Ni and Nj. The symbol of ·/ denotes the dot quotient of two vectors and M
denotes the number of pixels in image patches fNi

and fNj
. ∥·∥2 represents Euclidean

norm and |·| is absolute value operator. It can be seen from (1) that DP is closer to zero
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with larger similarity between two patches, while farther from zero with less similarity.
The expectation of (1) has been theoretically verified to preserve the similarity of two
patches of SAR images robustly, wherever noise image patches Ni and Nj are in the
uniform or heterogeneous regions. It could be seen that (1) can be rewritten as
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To strengthen the role of the central pixel value and its nearest neighbor in two patches,
a standard Gaussian kernel G is introduced into (2), where G must obey

∑M
k=1 G(k) = 1,

and we obtain
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Due to the integral of standard Gaussian kernel being one, (3) can be described by
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In order to increase the precision of similarity of the proposed NLM algorithm in border,
we present another ratio distance DB to make up the drawback of (4). DB is defined as

DB =
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where i and j stand for the central locations in patches Ni and Nj. If two patches locate in
the same homogeneous region, DB will be small. If two patches are in two different regions,
DB will be larger due to the large difference in central pixel value for two patches. From
(4), a standard Gaussian kernel is utilized to consider space location of all pixel values
in each patch, which is used to strengthen the role of central pixel and nearby in each
patch in an inner-patches manner. Space location of inter-patches has never been treated
as a problem. It is well known that the neighboring patches play more significant role on
current patch than that of the farthest patches. To attain this goal, similar to Gaussian
kernel idea, we construct a space location distance for inter-patches that is defined as
DS(i, j), where i and j stand for the central locations in patches Ni and Nj mentioned
above, and DS(i, j) is the Euclidean distance between i and j.

2.2. Proposed NLM algorithm with two ratio distances. In this section, we design
the proposed NLM algorithm with two ratio distances mentioned above. Similar to [21],
we evaluate the pixel value by

NLMSARI(i) =
∑

j

w(i, j)I(j) (6)

where I(j) represents the pixel value in location of j, and w(i, j) is described by
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where h1, h2 and h3 are the decay control parameters and we set h1 = h2 = h3 = kLσ,
where k is a constant, with L representing the number of looks in an SAR image, and σ
representing the standard deviation. Z(i) is a normalization factor and can be described
by
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∑
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The whole process of the proposed NLM algorithm could be described as a flowchart
in Figure 1. Initially, we started with an SAR image. Then the sizes of two windows,
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Figure 1. The flowchart of the proposed NLM algorithm

searching window and patches, need to be constant and we set the initial values for h1,
h2 and h3. We select a pixel from the SAR image as current central pixel and calculate
DP , DB and DS. Then the weight in (7) is calculated. The evaluated pixel is obtained
by (6). The despeckling SAR image will be outputted if all pixels in original image have
been filtered.

3. Experimental Results and Discussion. In order to quantitatively evaluate the
performance of the proposed method, two evaluation criteria are introduced. ENL mea-
sures the degree of speckle reduction in a homogeneous region, which is given by [22]. In
practice, we should artificially choose the homogeneous region to be as large as possible.
A large ENL value corresponds to better speckle suppression. EPD-ROA reveals the abil-
ity of edge preservation, which is defined by [15]. A larger EPD-ROA value corresponds
to better feature preservation. Four real SAR images are tested. Visual and numerical
results are obtained for these images. The results of our approach (Non-local means with
two ratio distances, named NLM-TRD) for these real SAR images are compared with
those of SAR-BM3D [16], Frost filter [4], SRAD [9], and PPB [20]. For the proposed
NLM-TRD algorithm, the sizes of search window and similarity patch are 21 × 21 and
7× 7, respectively. The sizes of sliding window in Frost filter is 7× 7. The size of sliding
window in SRAD is 3× 3, and step size is set as 0.1 with iteration number by 80. We use
default parameters of SAR-BM3D in [16].

3.1. Experimental results for real SAR images. In Figure 2, experimental results
are demonstrated with five algorithms. (a) is a real SAR image. The images in (b),
(c), (d), (e) and (f) are despeckling results of Frost, SRAD, SAR-BM3D, PPB and the
proposed NLM-TRD. Frost and SRAD are widely used in the community, but they provide
only a limited speckle suppression if compared with nonlocal filters in general, and with
the proposed approach. SAR-BM3D is found to retain residuals of speckle in homogeneous
regions and this is evident in visual analysis. The proposed NLM-TRD is similar to PPB,
both of which can suppress the speckle better than other three algorithms, while a bit
weak in feature preservation versus SAR-BM3D.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 2. Despeckling results on one real SAR image from four images:
(a) original SAR image, (b) result of frost, (c) result of SRAD, (d) result of
SAR-BM3D, (e) result of PPB and (f) result of NLM-TRD proposed in this
paper

Table 1. ENL and EPD-ROA for the first SAR image

ENL EPD-ROA
Zone 1 Zone 2 HD VD

Frost 67.9858 65.4090 0.2297 0.0594
SRAD 80.8264 82.7867 0.1979 0.0390

SAR-BM3D 31.4246 13.0774 0.4841 0.2289
PPB 175.8216 134.3267 0.4206 0.1315

NLM-TRD 170.1871 180.6763 0.3661 0.1343

Table 2. ENL and EPD-ROA for the second SAR image

ENL EPD-ROA
Zone 1 Zone 2 HD VD

Frost 48.2437 75.0610 0.1550 0.1158
SRAD 62.1756 78.8367 0.1308 0.0968

SAR-BM3D 29.5581 23.9532 0.3580 0.3298
PPB 130.2001 68.3314 0.2766 0.2564

NLM-TRD 153.8291 152.3550 0.1668 0.1327
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Table 3. ENL and EPD-ROA for the third SAR image

ENL EPD-ROA
Zone 1 Zone 2 HD VD

Frost 106.3116 153.1039 0.2843 0.0831
SRAD 80.8264 209.0098 0.2672 0.0625

SAR-BM3D 20.5972 33.2538 0.4926 0.2334
PPB 169.1181 382.9652 0.4867 0.1997

NLM-TRD 312.8022 770.0357 0.4023 0.2179

Table 4. ENL and EPD-ROA for the fourth SAR image

ENL EPD-ROA
Zone 1 Zone 2 HD VD

Frost 109.9141 271.1901 0.1603 0.1896
SRAD 138.1085 333.7097 0.1545 0.1747

SAR-BM3D 21.1798 127.1209 0.4259 0.4540
PPB 256.6325 563.1561 0.3266 0.3674

NLM-TRD 356.1723 738.8549 0.2545 0.3038

3.2. Performance comparison. To evaluate the performance of above five algorithms,
ENL and EPD-ROA are used for performance test, which are depicted in Table 1 to Table
4. ENL is calculated for the region marked by rectangle as shown in Figure 2(a) for all
tested images. Two rectangle regions are selected and we name them as Zone 1 and Zone
2. From Table 1 to Table 4, HD and VD denote the horizontal and vertical directions,
respectively, which are utilized to calculate the quantities in EPD-ROA. From Table 1 to
Table 4, we can find generally, ENL in the proposed NLM-TRD demonstrates to be the
largest, followed by PPB, SRAD, Frost, and SAR-BM3D, except that value of Zone 1 in
Table 1, where ENL in PPB is larger than that in NLM-TRD. The difference between
them in ENL is about 5.6, which does not mean PPB is better than NLM-TRD. The
reason is that Zone 1 demonstrates a bit less homogeneity, and the standard deviation of
PPB will be smaller than that of NLM-TRD. Therefore, the ENL in PPB is larger than
that in NLM-TRD. From Table 1 to Table 4, the proposed NLM algorithm has the best
despeckling ability in contrast with the other four algorithms. From Table 1 to Table 4,
EPD-ROA in SAR-BM3D has the best performance, traced by PPB, the proposed NLM-
TRD, Frost and SRAD. It means SAR-BM3D has the best feature preservation ability.
NLM-TRD is weak in NLM algorithms but superior to non-NLM algorithms such as Frost
and SRAD.

4. Conclusions. A novel despeckling algorithm with two ratio distances is proposed.
The first pixels similarity measurement of patches is utilized to calculate the local means
without need to determine the homogeneity. The second ratio distance is proposed to
increase the precision of pixel evaluation at or near borders, companying with the space
location distance to reduce the influence of the farthest patches to current one. Four
real SAR images are utilized and experimental results demonstrate the good performance
of the proposed NLM algorithm versus some existing despeckling algorithms, especially
in despeckling ability. Future research will focus on feature preserving-based nonlocal
despeckling and on the extension to the case of heavy tailed speckle.
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